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Highlights

- Coating of electrode inks is parameterised and metrology approaches are reviewed.
- Metrology options are comprehensive, but can be advanced e.g. in-line rheology, particle sizing.
- Reduced sensor size and cost is required for small scale studies and to develop predictive design.
- Extensive metrology must be combined to realise the goal of high quality, low-cost production.

Abstract

Lithium-ion battery electrode design and manufacture is a multi-faceted process where the link between underlying physical processes and manufacturing outputs is not yet fully understood. This is in part due to the many parameters and variables involved and the lack of complete data sets under different processing conditions. The slurry coating step has significant implications for electrode design and advanced metrology offers opportunities to improve understanding and control at this stage. Here, metrology options for slurry coating are reviewed as well as opportunities for in-line integration, discussing the benefits of combining advanced metrology to provide comprehensive characterisation, improve understanding and feed into predictive design models. There is a comprehensive range of metrology which needs little improvement to provide the relevant quantifiable measures during coating, with one exception of particle sizing, where more precise, in-line measurement would be beneficial. However, there is a lack of studies that bring together the latest advancements in electrode coating metrology which is crucial to understanding the interdependency of myriad processing and product parameters. This review highlights the need for a comprehensive metrological picture whose value would be much greater than the sum of its parts for the next generation of multiphysics and data-driven models.
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1. Introduction

Lithium-ion electrode manufacture is a complex process with multiple stages, which all impact the microstructural design and ultimate performance of the electrode.[1] The aim of the electrode manufacturing process is to deposit onto a metallic current collector (typically aluminium for cathodes or copper for anodes), a dry (solvent free) composite coating of active material (e.g. LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 (NMC 622) in a typical lithium ion cathode, or graphite for an anode), mixed with small amounts of a conductive additive (e.g. carbon black) and a polymeric binder (e.g. polyvinylidene fluoride, styrene butadiene rubber, carboxy methyl cellulose) to improve adhesion and add elasticity to the coating, preventing cracking. This is currently achieved in industry, using slurry coating, the stages of this process are illustrated in Fig. 1. They are; the formulation and selection of materials, mixing of the materials into a solvent to create an electrode slurry, coating the slurry onto metal foil, drying the coated electrode to remove solvent and calendaring/compressing the dry electrode to increasing the energy density of the cell via reduction in porosity, leaving sufficient porosity for lithium transport.[1,2] The finished electrode can then be cut to size and assembled into a cell. The coating and drying steps are reported to make up around 22% of the total cost of electrode manufacture.[3] To enable predictive tools, for electrode design in manufacturing and further improve quality and reduce cost, the ability to make informed changes in the processing with no detrimental effect upon the performance is required. At each stage in manufacture, there are numerous process variables involved, each of which can have different impacts on the output into the following stages and thus must be controlled to produce tailored electrode designs, these are summarised in Table 1. For example, a more intensive mixing (higher speeds, longer time) may more efficiently break up agglomerates, giving a slurry with a more desirable rheology (typically lower viscosity at high shear rates relevant to coating) [4,5] which can be coated at a higher speed. However, these effects cannot be studied in isolation; continuing the example above, the higher mixing speed could also cause shear degradation of the binder, [6,7] which may then cause delamination or cracking of the coating during drying or calendaring. For a fully operational digital twin for electrode manufacturing it is therefore key to develop a full understanding of the manufacturing process, using a combination of top down (parameters vs outputs e.g. machine learning) and bottom up (developing chemical and physical understanding and models) approaches.[8–10] Advanced metrology is key to these approaches, to access key parameters at intermediate stages in manufacture, allowing effects to be separated out and mechanisms to be elucidated. If the impact of the processing steps upon the final electrode microstructural design, and ultimate performance properties are understood and can be modelled then the electrode design through manufacturing can be predicted. This step-changing and smart manufacturing method can also reduce optimisation time in manufacturing lines, saving both resources and time, as well as allow the targeting of precise microstructure by design of the manufacturing process. The drive for advanced in-line metrology and digital manufacturing is common to many industries (e.g. additive manufacturing[11,12], industrial mixing[13]).

The number of variables and the potential for incorporation of new metrology measurements into the full electrode and cell manufacturing line are immense. This review concentrates upon the slurry coating stage and the metrology options available are discussed with reference to the variables and parameters specific to coating, which also feed into future machine learning and physico-chemical models for predictive design and manufacturing of electrodes.

Electrode coating is a significant part of the manufacturing process with a large contribution to the final microstructure and thus is a pertinent area for the application of advanced metrology. Coating can be performed via various routes.[1] The coater may be a draw down coater (Fig. 1), which is commonly used in research labs to produce small coatings, or for larger, industrial applications, a reel to reel coater is often used. The geometry of the coater can be doctor blade (a fine blade set at a fixed gap from the foil), comma bar (a comma shaped geometry with a curved leading edge), or slot die (material is extruded out of a slot onto the foil), illustrated in Fig. 2. The coating may be applied while the foil is supported by a roller, as shown, or it can also be applied to an unsupported foil under tension, which is known as tensioned web coating (Fig. 3). Coaters can also range in size and the size of foil they can support. Currently, slot die coating is most common in industrial electrode production.[14] As well as the precise geometry of the coater used, the key parameters defining the coating process are the speed the foil is moved through the coater, the flow rate of the fluid and the tension applied to the web.
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Slot die coating is pre-metered, i.e. a pump supplies the slurry material, and the flow rate determines the volume of slurry applied to the coating. Doctor blade and comma bar geometries are self-metered, the material is supplied to a reservoir (either manually or by a pump) and the geometry determines the volume allowed onto the substrate.

There are also novel coating techniques under development such as spray coating [15,16] electrophoretic deposition [17,18] and 3D printing [19,20]. These allow more precise control over the coating structure and allow novel structures and patterns to be created, which can give advantageous electrochemical properties. However, they currently require relatively low solid loadings, which makes it difficult to coat thick and dense films. Hence, they are not yet used for large scale production. This review will focus on the coating methods currently in industrial use; however, the metrology options are equally as relevant to novel coating methods.

The parameters involved in coating are given in Fig. 4, where the process parameters are those that cannot be directly controlled during the coating stage. The slurry properties and interfacial properties are defined by the materials used and the previous mixing step, however both can be measured either before or during the coating step. The properties of the resulting coat: thickness, coat weight, and the presence of defects, are outputs of the coating stage, and can be used to monitor the quality of the coating before passing it to the drying stage.

There is opportunity for advanced metrology in all of these stages, including the applied parameters, as by measuring them, the accuracy of the set values can be determined, as well as the influence of any uncertainty on the resulting coating (for example, for high precision gap measurements, a microprobe system can be
implemented [21]). This review will focus on the coating stage specifically and seeks to bring together recent advances in metrology that can be combined during coating and on the wet coated substrate to better characterise and understand the process. The ultimate aspiration would be to fully digitise the coating apparatus, so that the link, and interdependencies between the input and output parameters can be determined to create a digital twin, so that real time control can be enacted with minimal human input. This work reviews the current input and output parameters and the metrology that is currently used to monitor them, and assesses the progress towards this goal.

2. Metrology of the coating process

As Lithium-ion electrodes are manufactured industrially, the process is a developed field with a multitude of options for monitoring the process, however these are often used in isolation, as quality control measures. There is significant value in combining metrology approaches to advance our understanding of the process, enable predictive design and move towards a digital twin.

Offline methods offer a basic understanding of the coating process and are common in research labs and industry alike. For example, slurry properties can be measured before coating, and the coat can be assessed after coating e.g. sampling and weighing the coated electrode versus the uncoated substrate to obtain an estimate of the coating weight. However, in-line methods offer various benefits. They give the ability to survey more of the coating than taking sample points and often offer improved detection of faults in the coating. However, in-line methods offer various benefits. They give the ability to survey more of the coating than taking sample points and often offer improved detection of faults in the coating. Rapid in-line measurements of key parameters offer the opportunity for real time process control, enabling conditions to be optimised during the process to obtain the desired coating properties, leading to less stoppage time and wastage.

Advanced metrology also provides a pathway to achieve digital twins of manufacturing processes and the goal of Industry 4.0. The fourth industrial revolution is dependent on four design principles, interconnection, information transparency, decentralised decision making and technical assistance [22]. These principles are being taken up in many areas (e.g. chemicals [23,24], additive manufacturing of parts [25] and catalysts [26]), and helping to drive advancement in manufacturing. The implications of this for metrology, are that not only is advanced metrology required, but it also must be interconnected to make data available to the rest of the manufacturing apparatus, and the data used to make decisions without or with minimal user input (e.g. a feedback loop with coating speed or gap control). Metrology is a key element in the development of cyber-physical systems, controlling physical apparatus (such as the coating systems described) using computer algorithms. This is highly desirable as it can reduce the time needed to make adjustments to optimise the process (e.g. for new formulations). It also reduces the human intervention needed and lowers the potential for error, saving time and reducing material wastage (e.g. relying on an operator to spot irregularities in coating, which may vary between operators, verses having a set of criteria to define this consistently based on measured inputs). The scrap rate in lithium ion electrode is reported to be around 2% [27] contributing around 6% of the overall battery cost [3], which becomes very significant as production is scaled up in giga factories, and there is significant scope to reduce this through better inline metrology (e.g. quick identification of defects allowing for adjustment of parameters to make the coating uniform). Metrology is also vitally important for modelling, as collection of data at all stages of manufacturing is required to model the process accurately, and create digital twins that can predict the results and be used to optimise the manufacturing process and develop the algorithms needed for in-line control.

In the following sections, the available metrology options will be reviewed for each of the coating process parameters; thickness and weight, agglomerate size and shape, slurry rheology, interfacial properties and defect recognition as identified in Fig. 4.

2.1. Coating thickness and coat weight

One of the key parameters when producing any coating is the coating thickness achieved. This is key to electrode production,
as thicker electrodes contain a greater amount of active materials, increasing energy density, but also have greater diffusion distances, lowering power output, as well as potentially causing uneven response across the electrode and leading to quicker degradation.[28] Hence there exists an optimum thickness to balance these effects, and control over the thickness is important. Electrode coatings also undergo calendaring (i.e. compression) and knowledge of the thickness before and after this step is used to calculate the porosity of the final electrode coating, which is another key variable in dictating electrochemical properties. Coating thickness measurement options are summarised in Table 2.

Thickness can be measured offline e.g. using a dial gauge [29,30] or micrometer [31] after coating and drying, wet thickness can also be measured offline using a wet film comb. However, on large scale production, this trial and error approach can lead to much bigger wastage and equipment downtime. These also have the downsides of being single point measurements, so regular sampling of electrodes can be time consuming and miss variations. Therefore inline methods are required in industrial production to ensure target thicknesses are met.

One method to measure the thickness is using laser position sensors.[32–34] With a motor to control the coater position, these can be used in a feedback loop, adjusting the gap between the coater and substrate to achieve the desired coat thickness without stopping the coating process. The placement of these sensors can vary and be used in different ways; measuring the thickness of the wet coating can give insight into the coating process, whereas thickness after drying would give a better quality control measure for the final electrode.

Another important point about laser triangulation is that it provides different measures for transparent and opaque surfaces. For transparent coatings, coat thickness can be measured directly from the different scattering from the coat surface and the foil surface (and in the case of a transparent substrate, its thickness can also be measured). However, for opaque materials the laser is only scattered from the top surface of the coating, and so triangulation only measures the distance between the sensor and the surface. To measure coat thickness, a measurement on bare foil is required to calibrate this output. This can be done by measuring bare foil before coating, or if the foil is not entirely covered during the coating process, the sensor can be positioned to measure across this edge.

Because laser triangulation systems can scan over a relatively wide area, they can be used to create a thickness profile. Schmitt et al.[35] demonstrated the use of a system with capability to scan over a 7 mm width every 36 ms, with an accuracy of 1 μm and repeatability of 0.2 μm. This allowed topographic scanning of the wet coating and the identification of defects. By creating a thickness profile along the coating, edge effects (e.g. thickening near the edge of coating) can also be studied.[14]

To further increase the range of coating that can be profiled, a traversing frame can be used, which moves side to side over the sample. These are commonly employed with a variety of different measurement sensors. They allow a profile of the coating to be measured, however for an in-line system, as the coating is moving through the path of the sensor, the region scanned by the sensor spans a zig-zag path. The extent to which this is a problem will depend on the speed of the reel and the traversing frame (which is itself limited by the speed of the measurement). For fast reel speeds or slow movement of the sensor on the frame, large sections could be missed. However, if the reel speed is slow and the movement of the frame fast, a nearly complete 3D profile of the coating can be built up (see Fig. 5).

Laser callipers [36] are a slightly different application of this technology, where a similar laser sensor is placed above and below the foil, each measuring the distance of the web from the sensor. If the sensors are aligned and the distance between them is known, the exact thickness of the material passing between can be extracted. This gives much better accuracy than triangulation but over a more localised area. It is also very sensitive to the alignment, and hence, it is difficult to move the lasers once aligned. The authors suggest this concept could be combined with triangulation, having a laser triangulation system on each side of the foil to create a calliper, however cost may limit this application. There is also potential to combine a calliper with a fibre optic displacement probe, which could be calibrated to the more accurate calliper, then allow measurement over a wider area.

For transparent substrates, a laser measurement is not even required, a system that works on the transmission of light through the coated substrate (using the Beer-Lambert law) can be achieved with a LED and a digital camera. Here, coloured dye was added to the coating to distinguish it from the transparent substrate, and a calibration was performed on different thicknesses, allowing an accurate thickness measurement (down to 1 μm).[37] This type of measurement can also use near-IR radiation, if the coating and substrate allow sufficient radiation through [38], however this can be difficult for typical electrode materials.

Different systems have also been demonstrated for more specialised applications. For very thin coatings (O(10^3) nm) an in-line ellipsometer could be implemented.[39] Chin et al.[40] showed a design of a coater with an in-line spectrometer after the drying oven to measure the dry thickness of silicon based coatings.

Thickness measurement is well explored and existing methods work well, however there is usually a compromise between high accuracy and the ability to scan over large areas of film. Hence the main opportunity for advancement in thickness measurement would be the development of a high accuracy, traversing sensor (e.g. by the calliper/triangulation combination suggested by Moharty [36]) in a package that is robust, inexpensive and easy to implement on existing lines. There are also opportunities to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Comparison of coat weight measurement options.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coat Weight Measurement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation (e.g. X-ray, Beta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backscattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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combine with other metrology options, such as the measurement of coat weight.

**Coat weight**, i.e. the mass of coating applied per unit area, is another important parameter in the coating process. The mass of active material per unit area dictates the final capacity of the electrode and while higher coat weights are desirable to increase energy density, they typically also lower the power density. Hence there needs to be a compromise between the two, giving the maximum energy density while satisfying the power requirements needed for the application. For this reason, specific control of the coat weight is highly desirable to reduce the tolerances that need to be left and maximise energy density.

The coat weight is linked to coat thickness, and commonly only one of thickness or coat weight is measured. If the slurry density is assumed to be constant across the coating, the other parameter can be calculated. However, there is also value in the direct measurement of both coat weight and thickness, as a combined measurement would allow the calculation of local density, which likely does vary over area and time. For example, there may be some settling in the slurry reservoir, causing a different density of components deposited over time, or the deposition process may leave areas of lower agglomerate concentration at the coating edge. Mapping this out would allow the exact knowledge of the coat weight of the area of coating being taken forward into a cell, and again could allow tolerances to be reduced and improvements to efficiency. Options for coat weight measurement are summarised in Table 3.

Measurements based on the transmission of beta radiation are one option for measuring the coat weight of the electrode, these sensors are commonly used in the paper industry [41], where a beta source is placed one side of the coated electrode and a detector on the other. The amount of radiation that reaches the detector will be proportional to the mass of material between the sensors. Like other sensors, they can be mounted on a traversing frame to scan across the coating and obtain mass profiles. For well-known materials, where the density is known and the assumption is made that the coating density does not vary significantly across the coating, thickness can be calculated from this mass. The weight of the base material (metal foil) must also be measured separately to accurately calculate coat weight. This can be done by having sensors before and after the coating, or in the case that the coating does not fully cover the metal sheet, by comparison of the uncoated edge to the coated section.[42] Since this relies on comparison of two separate measurements each with a percentage error, the weight of substrate and coating must be of the same order of magnitude, or large errors can be introduced. Hence this, and other techniques that require comparison of bare and coated foil, are difficult for thin coatings on thick substrates.

X-ray transmission can be used in place of beta radiation in a similar setup to provide coat weight.[43] as can near Infrared (NIR), but this latter technique is more difficult to use for electrode coatings which are very opaque and allow little NIR through. All of these methods depend on the Beer–Lambert law for attenuation of radiation through a material:

\[ \frac{I}{I_0} = e^{-\mu l} \]

where \( I_0 \) is the incident intensity of the radiation, \( I \) is the transmitted intensity to the detector, \( \mu \) is the mass attenuation coefficient (which depends on the chemical species and the energy of the radiation used) and \( l \) is the coat weight. \( \mu \) can be looked up for many materials or determined by performing a calibration with several coatings of known coat weight.

A limitation of using beta radiation for coat weight is the random nature of radiative emission which means longer times are needed for a measurement to average out these effects. This limits the speed a traversing frame can move, and for the high coating speeds used in industry, can cause significant areas of the coating to be missed.

Ultrasound can also be used to measure the weight of coated material.[44] It is based on the measurement of the transmission coefficient of an ultrasonic wave, vertically perpendicular to the coat surface, using the gate technique where the sender and receiver are active for a short time, adjusted to the spatial distances so only the sound arriving is detected without reflections from the environment.[45]

As well as transmission, backscattering can also be used to measure coat weight, e.g. using gamma radiation or X-rays.[46] The amount of backscattering is proportional to the amount of material in its path, hence coat weight can be measured. This requires only a single sided sensor rather than sensors on each side, and so can be suited to smaller spaces. Like transmission, it requires comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Comparison of coat thickness measurement options.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coat Thickness Measurement</strong></td>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Triangulation</td>
<td>Single sided - easy to integrate inline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Callipers</td>
<td>Can be traversed easily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Triangulation with Callipers</td>
<td>Can be integrated inline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dial Gague/ Micrometer</td>
<td>High accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Transmission</td>
<td>Small, simple apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple Apparatus - Easy to integrate inline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Needs opaque substrate and coloured coating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the coated foil to uncoated to extract coat weight. However, this can be more sensitive to movement of the sample or vibrations which transmission methods are relatively insensitive to.

Like thickness, coat weight measurement has been well explored in industrial coating, and various good options exist for different applications. Backscattering offers a single sided sensor (which can be important when integrating into existing coating lines with space on only one side) which can be traversed, but transmission offers greater robustness where the space is available. Radiation based methods can limit the traversing speed (and thus the area of coating measured) and will involve additional safety steps to accommodate the radioactive sources, which may limit their adoption in industry. Ultrasound largely alleviates these issues and provides an accurate measure of coat weight across the foil. However, most available sensors (backscattering and transmission) are designed for industrial lines and there is scope for more compact traversing sensors to be developed to bridge the gap between research and industrial metrology.

Knowledge of the coat weight and thickness can be used to tune the coating parameters that determine them online during coating. The flow in a slot die is complex and the coat weight and thickness are determined by the slot width, flow rate, height of the slot above the substrate and the coating. The slot dimensions are usually fixed, unless multiple heads are available and cannot be adjusted on the fly, and it is undesirable to lower the coater speed. Hence the flow rate of slurry and height of the die are the most useful for optimisation, where flow rate can be increased to give thicker/higher coat weight coatings as required, and height may need to be increased in order to maintain the slurry dimensions at the slot die head and prevent slurry backing up behind the die. Even in simpler doctor blade coating, the gap does not fully dictate the final wet thickness, as the slurry is viscoelastic, and will elastically rebound, giving a thicker coating than the gap setting. The extent of this will be affected by the coating speed; faster rates will give larger elastic effects. Here the coater gap is most useful for optimisation, as again it is undesirable to drop coat speeds as this lowers output.

The optimum configuration for study of coating density would be a both an in-line thickness and coat weight sensor, both traversing across the coating to create on-line profiles of the density across the coating. This would allow on-line control by feeding coat weight, thickness and density back to the coating speed and gap. There is additional value in making these measurements both before and after drying. Comparing the wet thickness to the dry coat weight will determine the final wet thickness, as the slurry is viscoelastic, and will elastically rebound, giving a thicker coating than the gap setting. The extent of this will be affected by the coating speed; faster rates will give larger elastic effects. Here the coater gap is most useful for optimisation, as again it is undesirable to drop coat speeds as this lowers output.

Knowledge of the coat weight and thickness can be used to tune the coating parameters that determine them online during coating. The flow in a slot die is complex and the coat weight and thickness are determined by the slot width, flow rate, height of the slot above the substrate and the coating. The slot dimensions are usually fixed, unless multiple heads are available and cannot be adjusted on the fly, and it is undesirable to lower the coater speed. Hence the flow rate of slurry and height of the die are the most useful for optimisation, where flow rate can be increased to give thicker/higher coat weight coatings as required, and height may need to be increased in order to maintain the slurry dimensions at the slot die head and prevent slurry backing up behind the die. Even in simpler doctor blade coating, the gap does not fully dictate the final wet thickness, as the slurry is viscoelastic, and will elastically rebound, giving a thicker coating than the gap setting. The extent of this will be affected by the coating speed; faster rates will give larger elastic effects. Here the coater gap is most useful for optimisation, as again it is undesirable to drop coat speeds as this lowers output.

The optimum configuration for study of coating density would be a both an in-line thickness and coat weight sensor, both traversing across the coating to create on-line profiles of the density across the coating. This would allow on-line control by feeding coat weight, thickness and density back to the coating speed and gap. There is additional value in making these measurements both before and after drying. Comparing the wet thickness to the dry coat weight will determine the final wet thickness, as the slurry is viscoelastic, and will elastically rebound, giving a thicker coating than the gap setting. The extent of this will be affected by the coating speed; faster rates will give larger elastic effects. Here the coater gap is most useful for optimisation, as again it is undesirable to drop coat speeds as this lowers output.

The optimum configuration for study of coating density, would be a both an in-line thickness and coat weight sensor, both traversing across the coating to create on-line profiles of the density across the coating. This would allow on-line control by feeding coat weight, thickness and density back to the coating speed and gap. There is additional value in making these measurements both before and after drying. Comparing the wet thickness to the dry coat weight will determine the final wet thickness, as the slurry is viscoelastic, and will elastically rebound, giving a thicker coating than the gap setting. The extent of this will be affected by the coating speed; faster rates will give larger elastic effects. Here the coater gap is most useful for optimisation, as again it is undesirable to drop coat speeds as this lowers output.

The optimum configuration for study of coating density, would be a both an in-line thickness and coat weight sensor, both traversing across the coating to create on-line profiles of the density across the coating. This would allow on-line control by feeding coat weight, thickness and density back to the coating speed and gap. There is additional value in making these measurements both before and after drying. Comparing the wet thickness to the dry coat weight will determine the final wet thickness, as the slurry is viscoelastic, and will elastically rebound, giving a thicker coating than the gap setting. The extent of this will be affected by the coating speed; faster rates will give larger elastic effects. Here the coater gap is most useful for optimisation, as again it is undesirable to drop coat speeds as this lowers output.
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for a homogenous coating. This is most important for intermittent coating as in a continuous process the start-up will only affect the first part of the coating. Pressure sensors can be also used in the material reservoir which feeds back to the coating speed, to keep pressure within a desired range and avoid instabilities.[60]

Although the rheology is often considered static, it is also important to understand the age dependence of the slurry rheology. The stability of these high weight fraction slurries can vary greatly with formulation and so needs to be understood, as in coating, settling out of material in the reservoir can cause coating properties to change over time. In-line pressure measurements can account for this age dependence by measuring variations over time. Alternatively, age dependence can be quantified by studies of the rheology over time, to measure any change in properties within the timescale of a coating run.

The main opportunity for measurement of slurry rheology is the improvement of the data extracted from in-line differential pressure measurements. Computational studies of the flow in slot die coaters could be undertaken to develop rules for extracting the shear rate and viscosity from pressure measurements, and as the flow involves both shear and extensional elements, perhaps the extraction of extension rates and extensional viscosity as well. There may need to be additional pressure sensors integrated into the experimental setup to achieve this. There could also be scope to include inline rheometers to extract viscosity at different shear rates, or perform oscillatory measurements in-line, similar to offline rheometers. Hence there are many opportunities for the extraction of more data, but even getting a single viscosity, inline, at a shear rate relevant to the coating process, would be a big step forward and allow for quality control of the slurries, as well as feedback and rheology-dependent adjustment of the coating settings.

2.3. Interfacial properties

As well as the flow properties of the slurry, its interfacial/surface properties are also important, as instabilities in the coating flow can also arise from capillary effects. According to Young’s equation, the three energies that will dictate the contact angle of the slurry on the current collector are the surface tension between the slurry and air, the interfacial tension between the current collector and the slurry, and the free energy of the current collector (which may be assumed to be constant for a given material). If the contact angle is too high, the slurry is prone to beading, leading to defects (i.e. holes) in the coating, whereas if it is too low, the slurry will spread on the surface, making it difficult to achieve a well-defined coating. There is evidence that lowering surface tension reduces electrode cracking, and some of the issues with aqueous electrodes compared with those based on NMP are attributed to the higher surface tension of water versus NMP.[61] Like the rheology, these properties are a function of the materials used and their distribution throughout the slurry (dictated by the mixing step and subsequent handling). While they are typically an output of the formulation and mixing, they can also be measured during the coating step, where they have significant impact.

In coating, it can be assumed that the most important surface effects will occur at the coater head although there is also a possibility for the interfacial tension between the slurry and the materials of the coater (e.g. tubing/slot die/blade) to have an effect and how the slurry flows past those sections. Surface properties can be measured offline, using tensiometers to measure surface tension of the slurry [62], or a goniometer to measure contact angles of slurry on the current collector, or of other liquids (e.g. electrolyte) on the coated electrode.[63] Again, there are opportunities for implementing measurements in-line, most commonly by imaging the coating bead (the point at which the slurry contacts the foil) and analysing its shape, which can be used to extract values of surface and interfacial tensions.

Lin et al.[64] used an in-line optical microscope to observe the coating bead, i.e. the contact point between the coating and the substrate at the slot die head. The shape of the coating bead and position of the upper and lower meniscus can be related to capillary and Reynolds number and used to predict the stability of the coating.[65,66] It is also useful for coating of multiple layers as the interface between them can be studied if they are optically distinguishable (in this case TiO2 was added to one layer to change the colour). They also observed defects by visual inspection, both of the coating head to observe dripping, and of the coating to observe air bubbles and ribbing (flow instability). This inspection was made easier as the PVA coatings were transparent and coated onto a transparent PET substrate.

Optical microscopy has also been demonstrated inline on tensioned web coating. The coating bead was imaged through the substrate, again enabled by the transparent PET.[67,68] It has also been demonstrated in both horizontal and vertical slot coaters.[66]

The surface tension is key to any visco-capillary model of flow (whether empirical or multi-physics), and it is likely that the interfacial tension between the slurry surface is also a key variable, although there are few systematic studies on how much either value varies with slurry formulation/substrate, so there is scope for more study of this area. If there is little variation between mixes, then offline measurement and optimisation of the interfacial properties may be sufficient. However, to make a fully adaptable coating setup, it would be useful to expand the use of imaging the coating bead, which is relatively simple to integrate into existing setups (a simple camera may suffice). This would be useful to predict defects before they occur, but there is more scope for study into how, when a ‘bad’ coating bead shape occurs, other coating parameters may be optimised to bring this back into the coat-able region. Thus, it has potential to be an important part of a feedback and control system, and the development of digital twins.

2.4. Agglomerate size and shape

Although the previous sections have mainly concerned the bulk properties of the slurry, it is of course a multi-component mixture, and the properties of the individual components can influence the flow. Chief among these is the size of the aggregates in the slurry, as if this approaches the size of the coating gap, frictional effects can occur (increasing pressure involved and causing coating defects) or the coating can be made impossible. The shape of the particles in the slurry can also have a large impact on the coating behaviour and final electrochemical properties.[69]

In practice, highly accurate measurement is not usually required, as, due to polydispersity, any aggregates on the same order of magnitude of the coating gap are undesirable. Hence this is commonly quantified manually using a Hegman gauge. These are tapered channels in a steel block, that a sample can be scraped along, giving a visible change when the depth of the agglomerates exceeds the depth of the channel.[70] As well as giving limited information (no size distribution or shape information), this has the drawback of being prone to user error (e.g. differences in speed the sample is scraped along the channel or where the user determines the visual change to have occurred). The size of the agglomerates can also be dependent on shear (breaking up at higher shear rates) and while the Hegman gauge is a relatively good analogue for a doctor blade coater (albeit with channel edges that will cause additional shear), the exact shear rate could vary hugely from the coating process (especially comparing to fast industrial coaters). A more detailed technique could be desirable, to understand the size and shape distribution of agglomerates in the slurry, and in-
line to understand how the coating conditions affect the agglomerates (e.g. their shear rate dependence). There is opportunity for innovation here as current techniques e.g. light scattering, struggle with the highly opaque slurries and in-line measurement would be ideal (e.g. on the material in the coating head or on the wet coating after deposition). Ultrasound based particle sizing is one possibility [71], as it removes the dependence on light passing through the sample and has been demonstrated on particle slurries [72], but work would be required for optimisation to complex electrode formulations, and integration into the coating process.

2.5. Coat structure and defects

The structure of the coating and the presence of defects is another area that can impact the performance of an electrode and is important to control. There are a huge number of defect types that can occur on coated substances and these must be minimised e.g. trapped air bubbles causing voids, unstable flow causing undulations (ribbing), cracks forming while drying. [48] All of these can have different implications for electrode performance, so it is important that they are monitored (and usually, minimised). The options for defect detection are summarised in Table 4.

Measuring coat thickness, as discussed, is one example of how defects can be identified, for example, a void could be spotted as a thinner area of the coating. A high resolution, 3D profile of the coating would be optimum for detecting the presence of irregularities, but can be difficult to realise in practice, and requires the analysis of a large amount of data to extract this information. Coat weight could be used in a similar way, as defects are also likely to cause changes in mass (either due to local thickness or density variations). The gold standard would be a full map of both parameters, giving the local density across the coating. However, these measurements are usually not made continuously, but rather in multiple 2D sweeps (because of the balance between reel speed and speed of the traversing frames). Hence using them to spot defects may lead to the omission or incorrect classification of several types of defect. So there exist a variety of independent ways to measure defects in the coating.

Perhaps the most obvious is the use of visual inspection. Many lines rely on a trained eye to tune the coating properties (e.g. flow rate of coating/reel speed) to avoid defects and obtain a uniform coating. However, this may lead to differences in coatings produced by different users, and this optimisation will have to be performed each time changes are made to the materials and coating parameters, so there are potential gains in developing an automated method for performing this step, or even improving predictive capabilities so this step could be eliminated.

One way this process can be automated is by imaging the coated foil e.g. with an inline CCD camera. [34] Khandavalli et al. [73] used a high speed camera to image the die head and image the coating. Through this method they were able to study various defects in the coating such as ribbing and trapped air. However, a transparent substrate (PET) and fluids were selected (e.g. PPG, Silicone oil), so they could image through the substrate, and a different setup would be required for opaque coatings and metallic foils relevant to industrial electrodes.

IR thermography [36] has also been demonstrated as a way of characterising the coating immediately after drying. In pinhole and divot defects, the metal foil is more exposed and so they will retain less heat, whereas blisters or agglomerates will allow less heat to escape. Hence an IR image of the coating can highlight defects. Large areas of coating can be imaged relatively quickly in this way. IR thermography can also be used, with calibration, as a thickness measurement, although it is a function of both the thickness and density of the material, and so while it highlights defects well, it can be difficult to extract true thickness values. [74]

Park et al. [75] used several methods to investigate adhesive slot die coatings. They used visual inspection to identify the presence of bubbles and dripping, as well as using increased flow rates and slower coating speeds to give a uniform coating. They removed strips of coating using adhesive tape to produce thin, well defined sections along the coating and used interferometry to measure thickness and map it into 3D images to study the structure.

There are also various in-depth techniques that can be applied offline once the coating has been manufactured. For example, Raman spectroscopy has been used to map the distribution of active materials in both cathode and anode coatings. [76] This technique measures over a relatively small area (~10 μm) so is less suited to identifying large defects but can provide a unique fingerprint for a type of electrode that can be used for quality control. Microscopy on different scales (e.g. optical) [77], SEM [78,79]) can also be used to image coatings to identify microstructural changes. These all give more detailed information about the coating microstructure, which can be informative for adjustment of the coating parameters. However, again these are performed offline and usually require quite lengthy measurements on a relatively small area, so are less suited to providing in-line control of the process and defect detection.

Like the imaging of the coating head, a relatively simple camera setup would be highly useful to detect the presence of defects in the coating. This would need some work in optimising the setup to maximise the resolution obtained and area scanned (e.g. may need a traversing frame if sufficient detail cannot be obtained in an image of the entire foil width). With such a setup, there is then scope to automate the detection of defects using image recognition and machine learning techniques. If defects are identified above a threshold, this can be fed back to adjust coating parameters, such as slowing coating speed, and provide enhanced coating control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Comparison of defect detection options.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defect Detection</strong></td>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Method</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Inspection</td>
<td>• High accuracy and adaptability with trained users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No equipment required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR Thermography</td>
<td>• Quantitatively highlights defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consistent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Imaging</td>
<td>• Can be automated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Simple apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consistent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be automated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
requires a good understanding of the relationships between input parameters and the coating outputs, which are not simple, and require experimental or modelling approaches.

One way in which these parameters measured via different metrology options can be combined to make predictions of the coating process is through dimensional analysis. Here, parameters are combined, seeking to remove the units and thus dependencies on the precise experimental setup, leaving dimensionless numbers that have a physical meaning.

Through the introduction of dimensionless numbers and the mapping of experimental results, the physical processes that govern behaviour can be predicted given the processing conditions. Areas of differing behaviour can be identified and mapped out (e.g. the onset of coating defects), to create predictive plots. Thus, outputs such as coat quality can be predicted based on the input parameters, or inversely, parameters can be extracted to maintain a given coat quality (e.g. the maximum speed possible without creating coating defects). The key point about using this approach is that not only can they be transferred to other systems, but that it is based on physical principles, and therefore the relationships devised are not just useful during manufacturing, but also give key insights into the physical processes occurring and can be linked with the physio-chemical properties and structure of the materials used.

Schmitt et al.[35] performed slot die coating experiments and observed the onset of defects, mapping these experiments using the capillary number:

$$Ca = \frac{\eta v}{\sigma}$$

Where $\eta$ is the viscosity, $\sigma$ is surface tension and $v$ is the speed, here the roll speed of the slot die coater is used. The capillary number, if too high, can cause air entrapment and thus periodic defects, where the fluid properties were not changed by the particle loading (which would not necessarily be the case for concentrated electrode slurries). They then added van der Waals forces to the particles moving through this flow, which caused particles to agglomerate, although these could be broken up at higher speeds. In their model the key parameters were the volume fraction, particle size and density, web speed, fluid viscosity and density and contact angles at the die edge and web surface. Understanding the particle behaviour is important, for example, to predict stripe defects, which occur when a large particle or agglomeration hits the coating gap, leaving an area of uncoated substrate.

Creating a plot of $Ca$ vs $G^*$ allowed the identification of distinct regions where horizontal and vertical defects were present in the film, and thus the definition of a coating window in which homogenous films can be obtained. [14,59,80]. Coating windows can of course be defined using the process parameters (e.g. web speed, gap), but the use of dimensionless numbers provides additional physical insight, as well as windows that are transferrable between different apparatus and coating setups. This is vitally important as the ability to predict this defect free region will allow adaption of the coating apparatus to new formulations, and having well defined rules for this prediction will allow the development of algorithms for in-line control, required to create cyber-physical systems.

As well as relying on experiments to predict this coating window, physical models can also be used to define these relationships. A comprehensive review of the physical theories being used to predict coating window for slot die coaters is provided by Ding et al.[81]. As well as prediction of the defect-free region, these models can suggest ways to improve the coating process, e.g. the discovery that a differential pressure across the slot die can expand the coating window to higher speeds, and the introduction of vacuum pressure to apply this.[82,83]

The majority of these approaches assume uniformity in the slurry, modelling it as a Newtonian fluid or sometimes incorporating non-Newtonian rheology (e.g. power law fluid). This does not consider the interactions of the multiphase components during coating, which can be done by considering phases separately. One example is the work of Azbarzadeh et al.[84], using computational simulations to model a particleladen flow in a slot die coater. The key numbers that dictate the characteristics of the flow are the bond number, the capillary number and the Reynolds number, which indicate the influence of gravity, surface tension and viscosity respectively. They modelled the liquid and particles separately, using a visco-capillary model for the fluid flow, with a constant viscosity (Newtonian behaviour). They also assumed a dilute solution where the fluid properties were not changed by the particle loading (which would not necessarily be the case for concentrated electrode slurries). Then they added van der Waals forces to the particles moving through this flow, which caused particles to agglomerate, although these could be broken up at higher speeds. In their model the key parameters were the volume fraction, particle size and density, web speed, fluid viscosity and density and contact angles at the die edge and web surface. Understanding the particle behaviour is important, for example, to predict stripe defects, which occur when a large particle or agglomeration hits the coating gap, leaving an area of uncoated substrate.

Through approaches like this that add complexity to the model gradually, based on knowledge of physical processes, the origins of the bulk properties and final coating results can be explored. However, with so many parameters involved, it demonstrates the need for metrology to validate and apply such models to real systems.

It should be noted that the coating process is only one part of battery manufacturing, and the impact of the coating process on the final cell cannot be evaluated without also incorporating the effects of slurry mixing, drying, calendaring, and cell assembly. As well as the final cell electrochemistry, there are metrology options later in the process that can be used to measure the success of the coating, and these would be vital to include in a full model of the manufacturing process. For example, measurement of the adhesion of the coating to the current collector, which is highly dependent on the distribution of components (particularly binder, less near the current collector causes lower adhesion[85]), and will be a function of the slurry formulation, mixing, coating and drying. By building up the metrology available and data output (and available to researchers) at each stage, steps can be made towards fully understanding this complex process, and so more effectively realising high quality, low cost electrode production.

4. Conclusions and future challenges

Electrode design is key for the optimisation of battery properties such as power, cycle life and energy. The ability to control in real time the microstructures of the coating, would be a step-change in manufacturing. Coating currently makes up a large proportion of the cost and time spent during cell manufacturing, and reducing line optimisation times is a key area where cost and time savings can be made. To enable this design control, the parameters involved in the coating, such as the rheological properties and the impact of the ink and electrode structures upon the physical coating parameters need to be greater understood. These parameters, can be used in multi-physics or data driven models to predict design, and also help to monitor and control the coating process. The first step, is to identify and measure all the parameters involved in coating accurately. This review describes a wide range of metrology options and options for their integration in-line, in order to maximise the data that can be extracted and the opportunities to improve the process including:
Coat Thickness measurement is highly useful, wet thickness can be used to calculate the dimensionless gap, a key parameter for predicting the effects of elasticity and the onset of defects. Dry thickness can be key to cell construction, especially in multilayer coatings where it can contribute more significantly to the overall dimensions of the electrode and thus change the spacers required. Comparing the wet and dry measurements can be used to study the drying process and ensure the coating is fully dry. This is a standard current measurement in manufacturing, but the addition of in-line control can aid responsive manufacturing. It is most commonly measured with laser position sensors, either single sided, measuring the difference in height between coated and uncoated film but leading to variations if the reel position fluctuates, or in the more accurate double-sided caliper configuration, which can be more difficult to traverse. Because of the downsides of each of these configurations, there is an advantage in combining the two for a traversing measurement, which is robust and can be calibrated to a high accuracy. However, this is a fairly complex and costly setup, so there is also scope for novel methods to be introduced which can also provide these benefits.

Coat Weight measurement of the dry electrode is key to the final electrode capacity, but is also ideally measured both after drying and on the wet coating after deposition. In combination with thickness this allows the local density to be mapped across the film and consequently the detection of defects. Coat weight is also a standard measurement, measured by transmission of beta radiation, X-rays, or ultrasound through the coating, which are all fairly robust and able to be traversed across the coating. However, it is rarely combined in traversing measurements with thickness, to extract local density.

Slurry Rheology is key to understanding the pressures involved and the stability of the coating flow, both of which may limit maximum coating speed. It can be quantified most thoroughly offline, but viscosity can also be extracted using in-line differential pressure readings. There is scope for advancement in the in-line measurement to provide more of the benefits of an offline rheometer, e.g. application of an oscillating signal to extract viscoelastic properties.

Interfacial Properties are also important to understanding the flow and will dictate how the slurry spreads (or beads up) on the current collector. Both interfacial and rheological effects must be considered in (multi-physics or data driven) models of the coating flow. These properties may be quantified through surface tension and contact angle measurements offline, which provide conventional measures easiest to feed into multi-physics models or by inline imaging of the coating bead in slot die coating, which provides interfacial information most relevant to the coating flow.

Particle Size and Shape needs to be controlled to reduce friction and defects when the agglomerate size and coating gap are of similar magnitudes. Currently this is a simple manual measurement to ensure the slurry is coatable (using a Hegman gauge), but there is opportunity for innovation to bring this inline and obtain more detail on size distribution. However, limited information about the shape and its effects are incorporated into the measurements and analysis and so this merits further work.

Coat Quality, whether measured by visual inspection, variation in thickness/coat weight, or imaging techniques, is important to record. Understandably, data are not often reported when things go wrong and coat defects occur, but this is highly useful information to predict the onset of such effects and minimise them in practice. Digital image analysis could provide more information upon defect analysis, and relay these back to the manufacturing parameters.

In combination, these parameters give a thorough quantification of the coating process which can be fed into multi-physics and data driven models, which lead to a significant array of future challenges and opportunities for coating. There is a large and growing library of metrology options available for electrode coatings, however there are still areas which require further investigations. One such area is in the ability to monitor or measure particle size and shape, particularly for high weight solid content inks and pastes, for which there is an outstanding challenge for the development of a reliable method to measure these highly opaque and viscous formulations, especially for in-line process control. In-line conductivity measurements may offer opportunities here. Other key aspects required to advance metrology for LiB electrodes is the interconnection of the metrology and processing equipment. The link between multiple metrology options that will allow the full parameterisation of the electrode coating process, and elucidation of the dependencies of the output on these process parameters. Whether these dependencies are to be predicted via semi-empirical methods, physical models or via machine learning, access to the entirety of the data collected is required, as well as all processing conditions, ideally with the ability to control these conditions, one example being the future development of cyber-physical systems. The simultaneous real-time collection of all these data is highlighted as an area to be developed, as well as models that can make use of this large quantity of data and react to changes. To incorporate a greater number of metrology options, for improved monitoring and control, miniaturisation of these technologies is required. With a traversing arm, several different metrology types and sensors could be attached, for example, ultrasound, light, Infra-red, optical – all giving slightly different information which can be collated and then the coating area mapped. To collect this array of data, small scale trials are needed on pilot plants, and research coaters. New sensors and sensor designs are major research challenges for electrode manufacturing. Currently, the size and cost of the metrology options prohibits their use in small-scale studies, and they can only be incorporated into larger manufacturing lines. Improvements here would also encourage uptake of multi-sensor systems in industry, and thus increase the manufacturing data available.

Currently, dimensional analysis offers one method to combine the parameters gathered by experiments to give a physical meaning and allow results to be transferred between different apparatus. However, they are often studied in isolation, and because so many parameters are inextricably linked (e.g. coat weight, thickness and density) more studies are required that bring these techniques together to feed into modelling approaches, in order to develop a predictive understanding of electrode coating, required for predictive design and digitalisation of the process.

In summary, improvement in coating metrology tools, offers opportunities for greater control in the design and implementation of coatings. This approach is important not only for lithium-ion battery electrodes, but has applications in many other disciplines, such as coated paper making [70], catalysts designs [86] and printed electronics [87]. Greater access to measurements, and data, from the process will enable real-time control and optimisation of the coating process. Multi-physics and data driven models derived from this information will enable a more predictive design for electrode manufacturing.
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